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INTERNATIONAL YEAR OF THE CHILD

Undermining The Family, Home And Bible
By C. CHRISTOPHER ROSS
A surface attempt at honoring
children is nothing more than a subterfuge by the International Year of the
Child to undermine the family, the
home and Bible morality.
This is the opinion of most Christian
leaders whose ministries preach that
parents are the leaders of their children
and families and not the government
and the courts.
Dr. Jerry Falwell, pastor of Thomas
Road Baptist Church and director of
the world-wide Old-Time Gospel Hour,
is among the national religious leaders
who are vehemently opposing the
International Year of Child (IYC) as
proclaimed by the United Nations and
supported by the executive order of
President Carter and the dollars of the
American taxpayers.
"The Bible is explicit in listing the
duty of parents and rights of children,"
Dr. Falwell said. The Bible is the
proper guidebook for every American
family and every husband and wife in
the world. Clearly, the Bible tells us
'Train up a child in the way he should
go; and when he is old, he will not
depart from it."
The Virginia-based Christian leader
said "government is not the solution to
family problems. I believe the IYC is
attempting to take the rights of parents
away from parents and give the rights
of family leadership to the governmental bureaucrats."

inside
"I Love America." the patriotic
program televised on the nation's
capitol steps, has touched the lives of
Americans. Now, Dr. Falwell plans to
take this program to state capitals.
Page 5.
Zimbabwe-Rhodesia has been
ostracized by the United States and
much of the free world. Today, the
African nation's prime minister is a
committed Christian attempting to
lead his country against the daily
threat of Communism. Page 7.
Minor girls can have abortions
without parental approval, according
to Supreme Court ruling. Page 10.
Dr. Harold O.J. Brown, one of
America's outstanding Christian
educators and writers explores
fundamentalists and the split Christian
personality. Page 16.

In March 1979, the IYC became a
federally-funded program whereby
$1,372,000 was appropriated to
promote "children's rights" as defined
by the federal government.
Dr. Falwell said the burden of
raising children "is solely the duty of
parents and not the job of the federal
government. I believe that instead of
encouraging a strong moral family
home in which every child can grow,
the IYC seeks to control the environment which will influence the
child into adulthood."
Parents must be the influence for
children, to teach them the rights and
wrongs of life and to instill God-given /
rules for living into children, Falwell
said during an interview.
"Living is not to be hard and cold,"
he said. "The difficulty with many
people in this modern society is they
have never been taught the proper
Christian precepts and rules for
growing and nurturing their lives and
family love." ,
This is where the governmental
aspect of shaping young lives fails
miserably and runs afoul of Christian
ethics for proper upbringing of
children, Falwell said.
"It causes me great concern and
trouble when I read about courts
granting rights to children," he continued. "Quite possibly the courts mean
well in many cases but the overall effect
of these rulings undermine the strength
of every American family. Without a
shadow of a doubt, God has given the
right of bringing children into the world
and the right to raise these children to
parents. At all costs we must make
certain that parents maintain their
influence over these youngsters."
Falwell said he is "greatly concerned over the widespread abuse of
children in families. I believe this has
become a national nightmare and
disgrace. But, the answer to the curb in
this horrendous situation is for a
spiritual revolution in the homes and
lives of husbands and wives."
Without question, children face the
modern problems of illegitimacy
divorce, undisciplined environment in
public schools, exploitation, drug and
alcohol use, Falwell said. The "answer
again is God revolutionizing lives with
the power of Jesus Christ."
"Quite frankly, we don't need the
International Year of the Child,"
Falwell said. "We need an importance
and influence placed on the
strengthening of American homes.
Child-rearing is the duty of parents and
there are many instances where
husbands and wives fail in this duty."
Falwell said that while a large
majority of Americans belong to a

THE TWO FACES OF I.Y.C.
church and that millions claim to be
"born again" Christians, we are failing
to put our trust totally in the Lord
Jesus. God will punish those parents
who fail in their responsibility of
disciplining their children. And, many
of these parents need to learn the
difference between loving their
children and hurting their children."
The radio and television
evangelist said children's rights "are
never to supercede therightsof parents
over them. It breaks my heart to see the
rising statistics in child abuse, child
molesting, juvenile suicides and the
many psychological problems confronting the youth of the world. But,
the job of changing these wrongs
belongs solely to the family, specifically
the family which is living under the
solid Biblical teaching and believes the
God, through Jesus Christ, is the
lawgiver."
Dr. Falwell also criticized the
movement in America "of liberating
children in general while at the
sametime permitting the immoral,
indecent and constant murdering of
innocent children through governmentcontrolled abortions."
He has "been caused tremendous
personal concern with the trmA in

I

America today where normally Godfearing, family loving and peopleoriented citizens have allowed
themselves to be participants in the
daily murdering of children through
unjustified abortions. How saddened
and angry I become when I see how
little Americans value human life. God
will hold each of us accountable for this
assault on the future generations."
On one hand, Dr. Falwell said, "we
say we must stand up for children's
rights and then in the same breath, we
permit wholesale murder. This nation
will face the wrath of God for this
action. For too many years, Americans
have withstood the assault on worldvide murder of people of all races,
creeds and colors and now, in a time
when Americans don't want to be
bothered, we say that the murder of
abortion — the taking of innocent lives
— is legally acceptable."
Dr. Falwell said the "future of
America depends on the return to
strong Bible teaching and Christian
family living. No billion-dollar public
relations program will transform any
life. Plain and simply teaching of
Christ's message will change those who
abuse their children and those who kill
them by abortion."
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Urgency In The Summer Interlude
By HARRY COVERT
loonl-Cfcaaploa M i u | l < | Editor

It is a curious thing that Americans
have sat back so agreeably and watched
the gasoline prices rapidly soar to the
point that we are involved with
"preventive" driving.
I have found people are talking
about the energy crisis and listening
and watching the broadcast newspeople
interview motorists standing in gasoline
lines. I have found that slowly but
surely the business communities
around the nation are sitting up to take
notice that many people have been
scared to travel during the summer and
the tourist trade has dipped to financially dangerous positions.
We have seen how slowly the
federal government is working to solve
the gasoline crisis for Americans who,
like lambs being led to the slaughter,
just accept the unbelievable rise in the
cost of gas per gallon. I paid 97.9 cents
in Bedford County, Va., because I had
no other choice. I was bullheaded
about it and got only three dollar's
worth, enough to get me home.
Christian Americans can talk about
inflation just like the rest of the secular
world but someone must take the lead
in arousing the government to take
affirmative action to lower prices that
are gouging and gouging the taxpaying
public. When the economy suffers in
the United States, everyone pays —
every family, every business, every
government. We've long heard of
American ingenuity and I keep won-

dering when Americans will erupt and
revolt and demand and receive slashes
— not cuts — in the escalating costs of
living.

While mulling over the problems of
the world during a cool summer day off
recently, I decided to get away from
the telephones and steady drum of daily
living for some time on the golf course.
I took the time away from the
typewriter, decided to delay a
manuscript for the publisher and
cleaned up the golf clubs and headed to
the links. I found out rapidly that inflation hasn't invaded the course where
I play, that I could spend a few hours
playing 18 holes in the cool, mountain
fresh air with several friends and enjoy
God's goodness while exercising.
Golf to many folks requires too
much time but those who have experienced the joy of chasing that small
white sphere and occasionally
recording a par will find that the mind,
body and soul energized, magnetized
and, forgive me, hypnotized. It's a
grand game that folks like Paul Harvey,
General Eisenhower, Charlie Hogan
and a few other people have equally
enjoyed. I don't put myself into the
same catergory as these men but I do
find a pleasure standing on the tees and
greens.
In the midst of a summer of gloom
and dispair and a general negative
national attitude, I believe we all need
time for refreshment to regroup ourselves for the jobs facing Christian
Americans. I have alway enjoyed
seeing the historical sights that we have
in the eastern area of the nation but I
have found that recreation is just as
important for the human mind and

body as learning mathematics, physics
or how to play the tuba.
Too often in the hustle of daily
living, in the constant stream of
negative news — the SALT H treaty,
soaring gasoline prices, out of reach
food prices and the overall fighting
among the peoples on all continents —
prevents many Christians from taking
the time to rest and relax. We often feel
guilty if we "take five" because of the
urgency of the Gospel message.
Part of God's plan is the change of
seasons and the summertime is conducive to vacations. In this nation, no
matter what part we choose, there is
magnificence in every selection for rest
and relaxation, from the Atlantic to the
Pacific.
In this ever-changing world, as we
head toward the 1980's and the latter
portion of the 20th century we must
never lose sight of the role God has
given Americans for the rest of the
world. We can't help the other peoples
of the world unless Americans remain
strong, creative and producers. And, if
nothing else happens, creative
Americans will find an inexpensive way
to operate automobiles, Americans will
continue to be the strength of the world
and to produce those products that give
us those things we need for existing and
living.
There is an urgency left for
Americans. Christians must feel and
obligation to become leaders now more
than ever in the modern society.

Complacency To Government: Problem Of
By KENN GIVIDENIR.
I j H M T» Tto iMnal-ChaatiM

FraakUa, lad.
Indiana is perhaps the most conservative state this side of Dixie. Yet, she is
represented in the U.S. Senate by Birch Bayh, perhaps the most liberal politician
this side of Fidel Castro. Why?
The United States of America is a proud nation built on the concepts of the free
enterprise system, peace through strength and "We the People." Yet, she is
railroaded by Jimmy Carter into such liberal endeavors as SALT II, deregulation
of harmful hallucinatory drugs, amnesty for military deserters, the Panama Canal
give-away and abandonment of Taiwan, South Korea, South Africa, Nicaragua
and NATO. Why?
Across America, the hands of fundamentalist preachers have become callushardened as they pound their pulpits in defiance of unscrupulous and Biblerejecting bureaucrats who seek to silence the church through unreasonable, and
often unbelievable, regulations. Yet, the bureaucrats and their congressional
buddies remain unflinching behind mahogany desks with feet perched comfortably
thereon. Why?
The question is, once again: "why?"
The answer may come in a variety of forms, but,the word which best concludes
these forms, I believe, is complacency.
I am appalled at the arrogant inconsistency of Americans who loudly abhor the
crimes of draft-evaders and deserters for refusing to do their "bit" for freedom
while they, themselves, won't lift a finger (or give a dollar) to insure the election of
conservative political candidates. Sometimes, they won't even vote.
If we, as a free people, are to regain those precious freedoms snatched away
from us by the political left in recent years, we must involve ourselves in the

electorate system.
Are we, as Christians, violating some spiritual concept when we become involved with our government? A similar question was asked of Christ as recorded in
Matthew, chapter 22. When the chief priests and Pharisees sought an answer from
the Lord, He "perceived their wickedness" and, in response, said "Render
therefore unto Caesar the things which are Caesar's; and unto God the things that
are God's."
The answer is undoubtedly conclusive: we have an obligation both to our
government and to our God.
Scriptures which verify the conclusion that Christians are obligated to political
intervention are abounding. First of all, I believe the commission of our Lord to
"occupy till I come" accompanied by the acknowledgement that "we are the salt of
the earth" stand as clear evidence that it is God's will that born again people involve themselves in every aspect of life, including the legislative system.
Secondly, when Christ commanded us to "render...unto God the things that
are God's," He was clearly stating that there are certain things which belong exclusively to God, and not to the government. When "Big Brother" attempts to
intrude upon that which is sacred, we are not to allow it.
For example, my little girl was given to me by God and not issued to me by the
bureaucracy. I have a God-given responsibility to bring up my daughter in the way
she should go and not in the way that seems right to men.
When the Washington bureaucrats seek to force my daughter's education into
the hands of evolutionary, revolutionary, and humanistic state educators, they
are, in fact, attempting to render unto Caesar that which is God's. If I allow them
to do so, I am sinning. My little one has been consecrated to my Heavenly Father,
not to my Uncle Sam.
Other scriptural examples of God's people involving themselves in government
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An Encouraging Growth
houses. One major pastor told Wood he
could never build a soul-winning
church in Grand Rapids because of the
reserved tradition of reformed
theology, that it is not oriented to soulwinning and revivalism.
Dr. Wood feels he has a great
opportunity to build one of the large
fundamental testimonies-for God in
America — in Grand, Rapids,
Michigan.
GROWTH IN LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
Rev. Carl Godwin was a professor
of English at Liberty Baptist College in
its early days, and under the preaching
of Dr. Falwell felt a burden to go to
Lincoln, Neb. There he founded the
Bible Baptist Church. The early days
were difficult and for the first three
years the church survived on the edge
of existence. There was a major split
because some disagreed with the
church's position on separation and its
emphasis on soul-winning. Yet Godwin
felt God had called him to his
hometown. Two years ago they
purchased 16 acres on the northwest
side of town. They built a 300-seat
auditorium plus Sunday School
facilities for 400 and dedicated the
building 18 months ago.
On June 10, the church celebrated
its sixth anniversary with over 600 in
attendance at the morning service, an
offering of $2,000, and 14 adults saved
in the morning service.

By ELMER TOWNS
Editor ol loaraal-Champion

The planting and growth of new
churches in America is encouraging. In
a day when the large churches have
commanded the attention of
Christianity, most people have lost
sight of the young churches that are
growing. Recently I visited thr.ee
newsworthy churches that have been
influenced by Liberty Baptist Schools
and Dr. Jerry Falwell.
CHURCH MERGER IN A DAY
OF SPLITS
Rev. David Rhodenhizer grew up at
Thomas Road Baptist Church and was a
student in the original class of Liberty
Baptist College. A year ago, Dr.
Falwell contributed monthly support to
Rhodenhizer as he began the New Life
Baptist Church in Alexandria, Va.
After one year the church had an
approximate attendance of 75, a
weekly offering of $900 and was
meeting in a local high school. Young
Rhodenhizer displayed a pastors'
enthusiasm, soul-winning and
aggressive outreach into the
community. Another church in the
area, Calvary Road Baptist Church, had
magnificent facilities (worth over $2
million) a stable membership, a
Christian school and afinancialbase.
Both churches needed the other.
I "married" the churches on June 17
which was to officially recognize the
merger of the congregations. They took
the name Calvary Road Baptist Church
because it was well identified in the
community. The church outreach is

Christians
seem to be almost limitless.
Suppose Shadrach, Meshach
and Abed-nego piously accepted
the governmental regulations of
their nation by "spiritualizing"
their way out of it. I'm sure the
Hebrew children could have
rationalized that being executed
in the furnace of their nation's
"White House" was, indeed, a
poor testimony. Ah, but what
testimony was claimed when the
king caught a glimpse of the
Messiah walking about in the
midst of the flames aside the
accused.
When I occasionally encounter Christians who have
determined, by reasons of mind,
that born again people are
somehow exempt from governmental intervention, I usually am
persuaded that their reasoning is
the fruit of laziness rather than
Holy Spirit conviction.

known as New Life Ministries. On the
day of the "marriage," they totalled 252
in Sunday School, over 400 in the
morning service and an offering of over
15,000. The most thrilling thing was to
see adults excited about reaching lost
people through the bus ministry. Bus
attendance was up that day and there
was excitement for lost souls in the
church.
STABILITY IN GRAND RAPIDS
Dr. David Wood was saved and
grew up at Thomas Road Baptist
Church. He was called to preach under
the ministry of Dr. Falwell. When he
graduated from college he planted the
Harbor Baptist Church in Columbia,
S.C., in 1964 and led it to an attendance
of over 1,000. Then Dr. Wood felt God
calling him to start a new church in
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Wood began meeting with a handful
of people in January and in the first five
months the results are greater than any
other young church in the United
States. Heritage Baptist Church had an
attendance of 349 on a high day, bought
34 acres of prime property at a major
intersection, have $46,000 in the bank
towards a new building, the offering
averages over $2,500 a week and the
Sunday evening attendance averages
over 288, mostly adults. The church has
40 adults on the Sunday School staff,
and the most amazing fact is this
explosive growth is not the result of a
bus ministry.
This phenomenal growth is
happening in Grand Rapids, a stronghold of reformed Christianity, and a
center of evangelical publishing
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Editor:
Recently the LBC Choral gave
a sacred concert in our chapel on
the base that houses the
Headquarters for the U.S. Forces
in Korea. I was able to make
contact to have them come
through Billy Kim who is
coordinating their Korea tour.
What a blessing they brought
to our chapel. The spirit in which
they sang was so real and so
powerful that many of our folks
were in tears when the concert
ended. They were just
magnificent. What a tribute to
your ministry and your school to
have young people such as these
representing you. We will never
forget them.
May the Lordrichlybless you
as you continue your ministry
and may He bless these wonderful young people that so
blessed us here.
John W. Schumacher
Chaplain (Lt. Col.), U.S. Army
South Post Chaplain

Editor:
I have read several copies of
your "Journal Champion." I think
the paper is a blessing to all who
would read it. I am manager of
the truckstop and my father-inlaw owns it. He pastors a small
church near here.
I would appreciate it if you
could send me about 25 copies
each week of your paper to give
to motorist when they come by. I
think you are doing a great work
for God and maybe we could
help a little with your papers to
make people more aware of your
work. If we can help you any way
please let us know. Our prayers
are with you.
Camerson Vickery
D And W Truck Stop
1-10 And 231 Exit
Rt. l,Box226-B
Cottondale, Fla. 32431
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Editor:
We at Ford-Garbee and Co.,
Inc. appreciate the opportunity
and privilege of advertising in
your publication. The response
we have received has far surpassed our greatest expectations.
Dollar for dollar we have had
more success advertising in the
"Journal Champion" than any
other medial

1

Walter A. Garbee Jr.
Ford-Garbee & Co., Inc.
215 Ninth Street
Lynchburg, Va. 24505
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Jerry Falwell invites you to join him in your state's capital as he takes a
stand for pro- life, pro- morality, and pro-family issues.
Along with Dr. Falwell will be the LBC Chorale, elected officials, and other
patriotic Americans taking a stand against abortion-on-demand,
homosexuality, pornography, sex and violence on television, and
interference by the IRS in the Christian school movement.
"I Love America" rallies will be held throughout the country. The first rally
will be September 13, at ll:00am-13:30pm on the Capitol steps in
Richmond, Virginia.
Look for announcements about the rally coming to your state's capital.
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Rallies Scheduled For State Capitols,
Dr. Jerry Falwell and the "I
Love America" team consisting
of Don Norman, Robbie Hiner
and a group of singing young
people representing Liberty
Baptist College, will present the
patriotic program, "I Love
America" on nearly all of the
state capitol steps in America
over the next two years,
beginning at Richmond, Va.
Praying and working towards
"revival" in America for the
return to Biblical truths and
moral decency, Dr. Falwell and
the red, white and blue clothed
team will begin their Crusades in
September. The state programs
will be much like the national "I
Love America" program conducted on the U.S. Capitol steps

April 27 and televised nationally.
Taking the stand of Pro-God,
Pro-America, Pro-Life and ProFamily, Dr. Falwell will speak
against such issues as pornography, sex and violence on
television, homosexuality, the
Equal Rights Amendment,
abortion on demand, and the IRS
investigation of non-public
schools.
Each of the state legislators
will be invited to attend the rally
in their state as well as attempting to involve pastors,
Christian school
officials,
teachers and pupils and anyone
interested in seeing "revival" in
America.
The schedule for the first four
rallies is as follows: Thursday,
Sept. 13, Richmond, Va.;

HARVET S MOTEL
Just one mile from

Monday, Sept. 17, Columbus,
Ohio; Tuesday, Sept. 18,
Harrisburg, Pa.; and Monday,
Sept. 24, Albany, N.Y.
Each rally will begin at 11
a.m. and last approximately an
hour and a half.
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HELP WANTED
Sales Jobs Available For Students With Huff-Cook, M.B.A.
Huff-Cook is in it's 46th year of business with nine thirty minute TV shows as it's advertising.
We have special interest in married students with families who are now or will be enrolled at
Thomas Road Bible Institute, Liberty Baptist Seminary, or Liberty Baptist College.
In most case we will pay these people under the full-time pay system even though the
students with a moderate work load of up to thirteen hours.

are

Our pay is $150.00 per week for three weeks with adjustments up to $600.00 per week
after based on qualifications and performance. We have hospitalization and medical particit
after qualifing period.
Inquire by writing or calling Mr. Wayne Hopper or Mr. Terry Mangns at Professional
Seminole Shopping Center, Madison Heights, Va. 24572 or call (804) 528-3277

OPEN HOUSE

LBC and TRBC
90 Units
In the City of Lynchburg
On Route 29 Bus. South
KOR RESERVATIONS

* Air Conditioned
* Swimming Pool*
+ Telephones

m

SUNDAY 2-6 P.M.

Poplar
Forest

(804)239-2611
"

Own a piece of history...Invest now in a
<• $)<!• beautiful building lot at historic Poplar
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MEETING TODAYS NEED
Doctrinally Sound Sunday School Literature
* DEPARTMENTALLY GRADED CRADLE ROLL
THRU ADULT
* EVANGELISTIC IN THRUST
* INTENSELY MISSIONARY
* COMPLETELY BAPTISTIC
Bring people to a saving knowledge of Christ and guide
them toward Christlikeness. [Ephesians 4:13]
DOCTRINES WE TEACH
• Verbal Inspiration • Trinity ol the Godhead • Personality ol Satan • Genesis Account
ol Creation • Original Sin • Virgin Birth • Blood Atonement • New Birth • Justification
by Faith • Local Church Autonomy • Baptism by Immersion • Commemorative Lord's
Supper • Security ol the Believer • Resurrection ol the Body* Premlllennial Return ol
Christ • Millennial Reign ol Christ • Judgment • Hell-Eternal Torment •
Heaven-Eternal Glory

REGULAR BAPTIST PRESS
P.O. Box 95500
Schaumburg, IL 60195
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VICKIE SNAVELY
DIES IN ACCIDENT
AT CRABTREE FALLS
Nineteen-year-old Treasure
Island counselor, Vicki Snavely
died July 4 in an accident near
Crabtree Falls, Va.
Miss Snavely, along with
several other Treasure Island
counselors and friends, were

hiking near Crabtree Palls, about
40 miles from Lynchburg. At the
time of the accident, Vicki and
two friends had walked over near
the falls for a better view. She
lost her footing on damp ground
and fell 150 to 175 feet to her
death, according to police.
Funeral services were con•j
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AOWAY PAYS ALL PACKING & SHIPPING COSTS
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ALWAYS SAFE"
This book has 4 chapters: "A Child of God Can
Never Be Lost,' " » Child ot God Should Live
Holy," "Saved People Oo Sin. and "What
Happens When a Saved Person Sins?' Send a
dollar bill and receive this book. PLUS 4 others: "When a New World Begins." "Heaven.
Hell and Salvation." "The Blessed Hope ol
Christ's Return." and. "Oo We Live After
Death?" Full length Bible messages' ALL 5
books for only S I . 0 0 ! Send this ad and a dol
lar bill with your name and address to:
J O H N L BRAY, Oept.

AD-WAY

P.O. Box
I

50

iU. land, H o r i d u

2024 W. 7th St., Muncia, Ind. 47302
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ducted by Pastor Ronnie Riggins
in New Cumberland, Pa.,
Saturday, July 7. She was buried
in Mechanicsburg, Pa.
Vicki transferred to Liberty
Baptist College last year from
Shippensburg College in Pa.
As a summer counselor at
Thomas Road Baptist Church's
Youth Camp, Treasure Island,
Vicki's life demonstrated a
concerned and conscientious
attitude and she exercised
patience and love towards each
child, according to Camp
Director Al Hickey.
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By Harry Covert

For years, Grit, "America's Greatest Family Newspaper," has
been read across the hinterlands almost as closely as the Sears,
Roebuck catalogue and the Bible. I remember as a child selling
Grit every Friday night and Saturday morning. Everyone loved
Grit and they still do, more than one and a half-million Americans.
This weekly newspaper, published in Williamsport, Pa., and
respected by one and all, has given its front page a new look with
the addition of color. And, the July 15 edition features Dr. Jerry
Falwell, almost life-sized on the cover, and an outstanding story
about the Old-Time Gospel Hour and Liberty Baptist College and
Schools. Grit Assistant News Editor Ronald D. Smith came to
Lynchburg in June at the behest of Bill Faulkner, national public
relations director and press agent for Dr. Falwell. . .Scandinavia is
also interested in Dr. Falwell's ministry. A reporter for a group of
newspapers in Denmark visited Lynchburg and Thomas Road
Baptist Church earlier this w e e k . . .
Marvin Watson, former U.S. Postmaster General under
President Lyndon B. Johnson, has been named chief executive
officer of the Old-Time Gospel Hour by Dr. Falwell. . .An
organization to inform the public on vital legislative issues before
Congress is being formed in Washington, D.C., called Moral
Majority, Inc. Dr. Bob Billings is executive director and will be
aided by Charles R. "Chuck" Cade, a graduate of Liberty Baptist
Seminary in Lynchburg. Cade, a native of Rome, Ga., is one
Georgian who believes and works for conservative causes. . .One
of the year's better books is the recently published "Aflame For
God, " the biography of Jerry Falwell written by Ruth Tomczak and
Gerald S. Strober. The book will be in bookstores in the fall and is
published by Thomas Nelson, Inc. . . .Liberty Baptist College's
basketball team in 1979-80 will break into "bigtime"competition
in
December. The Flames will play Virginia Tech. a Division One
NCAA school and former champion of the National Invitation
Tournament. VPI has been trying to gain admission into the
Atlantic Coast Conference, the nation's prestigious
basketball
conference. . .
Dr. Woodrow Michael Kroll, the 35-year-old native of Ellwood
City, Pa., who has been named chairman of the Division of
Religion of Liberty Baptist College, has been director of LBC's
International Studies Program, which takes students abroad for
academic credit. He is one tour leader who doesn't need interpreters for his "tourists." Dr. Kroll, in addition to English,
speaks fluent French and German and reads easily Greek and
Hebrew. . .Dr. Kroll is a believer that elementary school students
ought to be taught foreign languages at early age.. .Most language
teachers I talk with agree that youngsters could become fluent in
second and third languages more readily than by waiting until they
reach high school. . .Once I visited Bon Air off the coast of South
America and missed the plane because I could only understand a
few words in Spanish, I'm sad to admit, amigos. . .And, when I
entered college two decades ago, I decided to take German and
that was disastrous...
H. L. Willniingtun is dean of Liberty Bible Institute here in
Lynchburg, Va. lust recently, hit book, "That Manuscript From
Outer Space,'" has entered its second printing. Perchance, this
dandy book crossed my desk and as I was scanning its contents, I
stopped at chapter three where "Great Personalities" commented
about the Bible, Dr. Wlllmlngton's favorite subject. I noticed the
comments on the Book by my favorite General, sub, Robert E. Lee
who said: "The Bible Is a book In comparison with which all others
in my eyes are of minor importance, and in which in all my perplexities and distresses has never tailed to give me light and
strength." Well, now, President Ulysses S. Grant, commented, that
"The Bible Is the Anchor of our liberties.". . . I l l recommend this
book which Is loaded with lnlormatlon and you don't have to be a
scholar to enjoy It. People who like to play "trivia" can have fun
while learning about The Book of Books...

G A I L S O S W E L L ft A S S O C I A T E *

405 Bay Street
Lynchburg yirgmla 24501
(804) 528*245

New England has always been one of my favorite spots in the
world—Maine, Massachusetts, Vermont, New Hampshire, Rhode
Island and Connecticut — where the Down East folks are some of
the best anywhere. This area is also prime for evangelization,
something few ministries are eager and active in developing for the
northeast. Dave Adams, junior high coordinator for Thomas Road
Baptist Church, led a team of 53 Lynchburg young people on a
summer tour through New England and came back enthralled with
the northeast as "wide open for the gospel." Four new churches,
two of them started by Liberty Baptist College and Thomas Road
Bible Institute (now Liberty Bible Institute) graduates, are
booming. . .Christianity is making an upsurge in New England and
Adams plans to lead another group and to keep an interest in
evangelization of this beautiful area of the nation. . .Adams reports
that New England is an area 90 percent Catholic and only five
percent of the population goes to church regularly.. .
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Zimbabwe-Rhodesia Battling Communists
A delegation from Liberty
Baptist College spent 23 days in
war-torn Zimbabwe-Rhodesia
during the month of June
struggling against the atheistic
Communism that threatens that
nation's existence.
The LBC faculty and staff did
not involve itself in military
activity or choose political sides,
but rather they preached the
Gospel, handed out Bibles and
ministered to those who are
involved in a war against
Communism.
While in ZimbabweRhodesia, Dr. Roscoe Brewer,
Missions director of Thomas
Road Baptist Church, and Dr.
Edward E. Hindson, Bible
Professor, interviewed Abel
Muzorewa, 53, prime minister of
Zimbabwe-Rhodesia. He told
them, "I accepted Jesus Christ at
age 23."
Muzorewa, a black bishop of
the United Methodist Church,
was recently elected to the
highest position in his country by
a national referendum of one
man, one vote (an election not
recognized by the United States).
Muzorewa told the LBC
delegation, "I am a product of
the foreign missions endeavor of
the United States." He
proclaimed, "I want to build a
democratic nation that
represents all people. I want
Zimbabwe-Rhodesia to be built
on Christian principles."
The Lynchburg delegation
flew into the Union of South
Africa and travelled by bus to
Rhodesia. A military escort met
the LBC team at the border and
protected them throughout the
stay in the African country. On
one occasion where it was
dangerous to travel by convoy
into
Communist-controlled
territory, a military plane flew
them in so they could minister to
those on the military front (62
services in 22 towns and cities).
As a result of their ministry in
Rhodesia, the LBC team
preached face-to-face with
17,000 people, appeared twice on
national television and recorded
a total of 2,293 professions of
faith in Jesus Christ.
According to Brewer, the
American media has told 50
million conservative Christians in
America a lie. "Rhodesia is not
suffering a race war, they are
fighting against the idealogy of
Communism."
Brewer reported approximately 50 people a day are
slaughtered by Communist insurrectionists, who indiscriminately kill black, brown
and white. Every young man
between the age of 18 and 60
years of age is drafted into the
armed services. Every male must
serve some time each month in
protecting his nation.
Brewer said, "Missionaries
have been murdered, Christians
raped, maimed, tortured and
killed for their faith. Recently a
headline in the paper noted, 400
youth slain at church. Yet the
free world does not lift a finger
nor is informed about these

Prime. Minister Abel Muzorewa Of Zimbabwe-Rhodesia Receives Bible Gift From Dr. Edward E.
Hindson (Left) And Rev. Roscoe Brewer Who Directed Summer Tour In African Nation With
Liberty Baptist College Students.
atrocities because Media are
biased against the government of
Rhodesia."
Brewer went on to indicate
that U.S. Ambassador Andrew
Young to the United Nations has
influenced Jimmy Carter against
recognition by the United States
of Rhodesia. As a result,
Rhodesia has endured 15 years of
sanction by the free world. They
cannot buy or sell on the free
market, nor are they recognized
as a nation.
According to Brewer, "Not
one person—black or white—
told me that there was a race war
going on in Rhodesia. Most
Rhodesians hate Communist
terrorism."
Brewer said, "Man's extremities are God's opportunities." By this, he explained, the church movement in
Rhodesia is stronger than it has
ever been. Persecution and
threats have rallied the church.
In neighboring Communist
nations of Mozambique and
Zambia, there are laws against
Christianity, preaching and soulwinning. "The church in
Rhodesia will be silenced when
Communism takes over in
Rhodesia."
One of the ways Communists
are winning the propaganda

battle is by convincing America
that Rhodesia is guilty of racial
discrimination. Brewer went on
to say, "White superiority is a
thing of the past. The problem of
Rhodesia is revolution and it is a
Communist-inspired revolution."
While in Rhodesia, the LBC
team distributed 10,000 Bibles,
New Testaments and booklets.
The purpose, according to Dr.
Hindson, was to saturate the seed
of the Word of God in a country
that is threatened by revolution.
Hindson's conviction is that if the
multitudes in the rural areas had
God's Word, they would' not be
susceptible to the threat of
Communism. Hindson did most
of the preaching in Rhodesia.
While they were in the
Southern part of Africa, the team
distrubted Bibles, ministered in
schools, churches, military
bases,
prisons,
hospitals,
community centers, and over
television.
They were hosted by the
Chaplain General, Col. Norman
Wood, of the armed forces and
on several occasions entered
areas of conflict. One night they
slept in a home in an area that
had been attacked by guerillas
the night before. Brewer indicated that he slept with a
double-barrel shotgun for

August 6 - 1 0
Dr. Curtis Hutson Greater Northwest Campaign
Grant High School Auditorium
2245 N.E. 36th
Portland, Oregon
7:30 p.m. Nightly
Sponsored by Fundamental Churches of the Greater Portland Area

protection. That night, members
of the LBC team were supplied
with firearms.
U.S. Sen. Jesse Helms (CRN.C.) and Sen. Harry F. Byrd Jr.
(I-Va.) both have sponsored a
resolution in the U.S. Senate to
life sanctions against Rhodesia,
but have not been successful in a
liberal dominated Senate.
Virginia's Byrd was said to have
thundered in the Senate that
guerillas, "are armed and guided
by the Soviet Union, China, Cuba
and other Communist cities. We
must not give aid or comfort to
guerillas who would overthrow a
democratic government and
install a Marxist government."
Joshua Nkomo, leader of the
Marxist government in Zambia
(aided by Moscow), sends raids
across the border into Rhodesia.

Also Robert Mugabe, who is
influenced by Peking sends
terrorists from Mozambique.
These are guerilla terrorists that
have been supplied finances by
the World Council Churches,
Brewer said.
Brewer was quoted as saying,
"Andrew Young is the voice of
black revolution around the
world." After President Carter
confirmed that he was continuing
sanctions against Rhodesia, he
mingles with 800 blacks on the
lawn of the White House and for
the first time in months, was
surrounded by applause from a
black audience.
Brewer said, "Carter is trying
to get elected by a black vote
rather than standing for
democratic principles of a nation
that is struggling against Communism."
Brewer described Rhodesia as
a nation of six million people, yet
its mineral wealth holds one of
the keys to the survival of the free
world. He sees a Communist
strategy to capture all of South
Africa, and the key is Rhodesia.
At the end of ;the interview,
Brewer said, "With the recent
changes occuring in Africa, most
Ameri ;ans don't even know
where Rhodesia is much less are
they concerned if it and South
Africa falls to Marxism. When
Communism takes over Rhodesia
and the Union of South Africa,
we have lost democratic
representatives. Communism will
control one of therichestmineral
deposits in the world, and our
pipeline of oil that sails from the
Near East around Africa, will be
jeopardized."

MAKE RESERVATIONS FOR
THE SUPER CONFERENCE NOW !

HOLIDAY INN
t AIR CONDITIONED

t COMPLETE BANQUET FACILITIES
FOR 10 UP TO 300 PEOPLE
t SWIMMING POOLS
t DIRECT TELEPHONE DIALING AT
HOLIDAY INN #2
t ALL COLOR TELEVISION
t EXECUTIVE and BRIDAL SUITES
t GULF TRAVEL CARD,
GULF OIL CANADA, LIMITED
AMERICAN EXPRESS,
DINERS' CLUB,
CARTE BLANCHE,
BANKAMERICARD and
MASTER CHARGE
CREDIT CARDS HONORED
Only minutes from TRBC jnd LBC campus

Elizabeth Nesbit
Evelyn Lowe
Cal Payne

R«%

8420-ATimberlakeRd.

Lynchburg, Va 24502
(804) 239-6918

2 Locations
>•« U.S. Pal. OK.
DIAL 846-6506
DIAL 847-4424
RT. 29 N. MADISON HTS.
RT. 29 S EXPRESSWAY
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1979 SUPER CONFERENCE

OCTOBER 21-25
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Hon1!.

Media
Conference

CIRCLE
YOUR

CALENDAR
OCTOBER
21-25

YES! Plan on me for the October 21-25, 1979 SUPER CONFERENCE!
Registration Fees: • $37.00 per married couple • $25.00 per adult
Make checks payable to Thomas Road Baptist Church
AMOUNT ENCLOSED $
• Will pay at conference
• Mr.
• Mrs.
• Miss

J\ge_

Address
City

_Phone_
_State

Church
I

Church Address
Jerry Falwell
Lynchburg, VA 24514
Attn. SUPER CONFERENCE

Zip.Position
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Editorial Ignores Facts Of Niehous' Captivity
By FORREST I. BOYD
U u m d O M l M«U. S*trie.

Washington, D.C.
A business executive kept his
sanity during a n ordeal of threeand-one-half years as a captive in
the jungles of central Venezuela
and the Washington Post couldn't
figure out how he did it.
William Niehous, an official
of .the Owens-Illinois Glass
Company, was freed after being
held for all that time, often tied
to a post in a jungle hut. To quote
the
Post
concerning
the
discovery of Niebous by two
mounted policemen: "What they
found was a remarkable man,
whose essential remarkable
quality seems to have been that

he was able to retain his sense of
normality under the most abnormal and harrowing circumstances."
The editorial noted that
Niehous, unlike some other
famous prisoners, did not have a
desk or paper with which to write
and occupy his mind and his time
and, in fact, had nothing in his
latter months of captivity, but a
box-size, light less room with a
zinc roof. "How someone survives such isolation is almost
beyond imagination," the Post
editorial writer said.
What is strange is that the
Post completely ignored that
Niehous had talked to reporters
when he was returned to his

Cleaver Building New Center
FALLON, Nev. (EP) —
Eldridge Cleaver, the former
Black Panther leader who has
become an evangelical Christian,
said he plans to buy a 40-acre site
near here for a new crusade
h e a d q u a r t e r s . T h e present
Eldridge Cleaver
Crusades
headquarters in Menlo Park,
Calif., will remain open but the
organization needs more space,

he said.
"We anticipate a sizeable staff
at the new site, where a
multipurpose center will be built
for retreats, seminars, and
Christian education programs for
youth and adults, Mr. Cleaver
said. "We want the ability to host
large groups of people.. .summer
outings for children, conventions, and seminars."

REALTOR

NEW LISTING
1419 Tunbridge Road
Woodbine Village

home in Toledo, Ohio, and he
had explained fully and perfectly
clear how he had managed to
keep his sanity throughout his
ordeal.
What he said was that he kept
his sanity by reading, thinking,
remembering his family and
praying. "I prayed a lot," he said,
and "I believe in God now more
than before, if that is possible."
How the newsman who wrote
the editorial for the Washington
Post could have ignored what
Mr. Niehous said boggles the
mind. In the very same edition of
the Washington Post there was a
brief story in the "People"
column which gave some of the
information. And that same
morning, the New York Times
printed a rather complete version
with an abundance of quotes.
Yet, the Post editorial writer
was bewildered. He noted that
whatever political reasons had
orginally impelled the kidnapping
of Mr. Niehous, must have
become crazily abstract. But, he

went on, "clearly Mr. Niehous
had something to hold on to that
was neither crazy nor abstract."
We are left to ask "What could it
possibly have been?" And the
editorial ended as though there
were no answer.
One is forced to the conclusion that the omission of the
answer, the failure to quote Mr.
Niehous on the matter, was
deliberate. And one is further
tempted to conclude that the
reason for the deliberate
omission is that there was a
religious angle.
Either a sophisticated, in-

Wm. F. Sheehan
Attorney-At-Law
Call 237-2658
For Appointment

Now Open
For Business
Insurance work,
refinishing, etc.
812 Mercury St.
Off Wiggington Rd.
in Lynchburg
Phone: 384-2182

ASSOCIATED IS THE STORE

Your friends and neighbors can tell you that Associated Furniture Store lias the most varied selection
of honest built furniture in our area.

Select from More stock or custom order pieces of your
own choosing. Either way you save 20% to 35% on
quality furniture from select lactones.

i
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Open Tues., Wed., Thurs., Sat. 9-5
Mon & Fri. 9-9

239-5395

You are invited to browse leisurely on all three floors.
We are glad to help if called upon. Terms and delivery
at your convenience can be arranged.

Associated
Furniture Sales
t>

SANDROF
AUTO BODY

Whatever Yoar
Lifestyle

• Immaculate townhouse • Three
bedrooms • V/z baths • Living roomdining room • Large, fully equipped
kitchen • Electric heat, central air •
Patio and storage room • Assumable
loan •$41,900.

Frances Swisher

telligent journalist knows that
Niehous was only joking about
praying and believing in God, or
the writer's bias was allowed to
rule over journalistic standards of
reporting truth.

1520 Lakeside Drive
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Station Agrees To Return Robison To Airwaves
By CAL THOMAS
Washington, D.C.
A crowd estimated by Capitol
police at more than 15,000 turned
out July 4 in Washington, D.C.
for an Honor America observance. Organizers had hoped
for a larger gathering but the
gasoline shortage and the threat
of rain are thought to have
contributed to the lower turnout.
Evangelist Billy Graham, who
delivered the main address,
called for a new declaration of
dependence upon God and one
another. Graham noted that
many leaders feel America has
lost the will to survive. He said, "I
belive there are millions of
Americans who have great

courage and great will - not only
to survive, but to roll up their
sleeves and help make America
an even greater country,
dedicated to justice for all and
peace in our time."
Dr. Graham also noted our
nation was founded on moral law
in which a person's rights were
balanced by a person's
responsibilities. Said Graham, "A
dependence on God will also
mean that on the anniversary of
our national independencee we
should declare our dependence
upon the need for personal and
national repentance and turning
to God by faith. The breakdown
of the home, the violence, the
drugs, the fraud, the corruption,
often the indifference to the

lonely, the elderly, the needs of
the poor. There is too much
prejudice left. There is too much
injustice in the land."
Graham noted that if God did
not spare the chosen people from
judgment and punishment He
will not spare America either.
Remembering the chants of the
Polish people during Pope John
Paul's recent visit there, Graham
said, "wouldn't it be a glorious
thing if millions of people
throughout America would begin
chanting 'We want God, We
want God, We want God."
Television station WFAA in
Dallas has reached an agreement
with Evangelist James Robison
that will allow Robison's program
to return to the air. Robison had
been cancelled by the station
after he preached a sermon in
which he referred to hornsexuality as a sin. There were
protests to the station by
homosexual groups in Dallas.
Robison says the agreement in no
way limits what he can say, but
he said he will be more sensitive
to station policy and the
problems faced by the station.
A Nueces County, Tex.,
grand jury has indicted Rev.
Lester Roloff on charges of

operating a children's home
without a license. Roloff had
closed down the last of his homes
in Corpus Christi after state
officials threatened to move in
and shut them. The evangelist
said he is reorganizing the homes
so he can keep children in the
capacity of a conservator. But
the Nueces County District
Attorney says Roloff broke the
law and he intends to see that he
stands trial.
The Supreme Court ruling
that minor girls in certain circumstances can get abortions
without the knowledge or
consent of their parents has been
soundly condemned by pro-life
groups as an invasion of the
family and home. March for Life
President Nellie Gray in
Washington noted that the ruling
does not absolve doctors from
responsibility of the abortion
results in physical, mental or
emotional impairment of the
minor child.
A survey by the Johns Hopkins
School of Hygiene reveals twothirds of young American Women
have sexual intercourse by the
time they are 19 and nearly all of
the instances are before
marriage. The survey concludes

"the greater sexual permissiveness that has been going
on for some time" is responsible
for the findings. A representative
sample of more than two
thousand young women was used
to determine the conclusions.
i

Delegates to the 10th World
Congress International Council'
of Christian Churches meeting in
Cape Main, N.J., 'denounced
Soviet President Leonid
Brezhnev's use of God's name at
the SALT II signing ceremony in
Vienna. Brezhnev had said, "God
will not forgive us if we fail." The
ICCC said the statement is a "bad
revelation of the hypocrisy and
deceit of the atheists." According
to the ICCC, "the use of God's
name in this meeting at the
initiative of the atheists should be
enough in itself to turn all Godfearing people against any such
treaty."
William Niehous, who was
freed after three- and-one-half
years of captivity at the hands of
leftist kidnappers in Venezuela,
said he was able to keep his sanity
by reading, thinking remembering his family and praying.
Said Niehous, "I prayed a lot. I
believe in God now more than
before, if that is possible."

Dr. Jerry Falwell Teaches
Bible Prophecy

Course Includes:
• 6 hour long cassette tapes
• Beautiful loose-leaf notebook containing many
pages of insights and charts about prophecy.
• Special workbook with questions and answers
on each section of this course.

"It is my personal belief that at least one-half of all Christians alive today
will never die. Many of us alive today, in my opinion will go up to meet the
Lord in the rapture."
What are the eleven "red signs" of prophecy?
How near is the end? What will happen on this earth when the church
disappears?
To help you discover the answers to these and other questions, I want to
send you my brand new exciting course called "Jerry Falwell Teaches Bible
Prophecy."
Dr. Jerry Falwell
When you order your Bible Prophecy Course, please enclose a
$95 gift made payable to the Old-Time Gospel Hour. This gift,
besides covering the cost of the Prophecy Course, will help
advance the ministry of the Old-Time Gospel Hour.
Simply fill in the Acceptance Form below and mail it back to
m e along with your check for $95. (You may use your favorite
credit card for this purpose.)
You may also call our toll free number 1-800-446-7837 to order
your Prophecy Course.
Name.

D MuftUir Charge
D Bank AiiiericaruTVlsa

Address

Account No. (all digits)

City
Expiration Date:

State

_

.Zip_
Inter Bank No.
(Muster
Charge

Signature.

Only)

(Required if using credit card)
MAIL TO: Dr. Jerry Falwell Teaches Bible Prophecy • Lynchburg, Virginia 24514
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FLORIDA PASTOR FORMS LEAGUE
the registration of Christian
voters down to a grass roots
effort before the 1980 election.
The uninvolvement of
Christians in government today is
not to be taken lightly, Woods
said. Some 14 years ago
Christians sat back while an
atheist leader had prayer

Bill Woods, Founder 01 Christian Prayer And Voters League,
Displays Bumper Sticker For Christians.
By WANDA WATSON
louul-Chaaploi Suit Wriler

Wauchula, Fla.
"Every Christian believer
must recognize that he or she is
God's tool, His instrument and
His voice to the people of the
world we live in today," says
Wauchula, Fla., Bill Woods,
founder and director of the
newly-formed Christian Prayer
and Voters League.
For the purpose of defending
the God-given rights of the
United States and to protect the
freedoms guaranteed under the
First and Fourth U.S. Constitutional Amendments, the
Christian Prayer and Voter

League was formed. According
to Woods, "It will be an instrument to let our political
leaders and their bureaucratic
appointees know that Christians
have a voice and a big influence
in this nation."
A recent national poll
reported that of the 100 million
registered voters, 17 million were
Christians. The same poll also
stated that 40 percent of the
people are Christians, thus,
showing that at least 23 million
Christian Americans are not
registered voters. The Christian
Prayer and Voter League hopes
to establish chapter offices
throughtout the nation to bring

removed from schools and many
public buildings. Legislation and
local ordinances are being passed
daily which subject Christians to
court action. Christian schools
are being attacked as the IRS and
HEW are attempting to tax and
license them.
Woods is presently travelling

around the country conducting
one-and-one-half hour "Information Seminars."
Those interested in more
information may call or write
Rev. Bill Woods, P.O. Box 1034,
Wauchula, Fla. 33873, (813) 7733525.

HALLMARK
PROPERTIES, INC.
Allofficeyou
need
tooperated
know in Real Estate
Each
independently
owned and
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WHAT ARE YOUR
FAVORITE COLORS?
You may choose your colors in
this attractive new 7 room
home in convenient Bedford
Co. subdivision. Nice wooded
lot, large family room w/rock
fireplace, energy saving heat
pump, • deck.
Quality
throughout. Newly listed at
$58,500.

BEDFORD COUNTY
7 acre mini farm with 10 room
two story plantation home.
Remodelled kitchen w/builtins, 2 baths. Large shade trees,
variety of fruit trees, garden
spot fenced pasture, farm
* buildings. Just listed.

3713 Old Forest Rd.
Lynchburg, Va. 24501

If Biblical Accuracy Is What
You Want In A
Sunday School Curriculum..
. . . Then Accent Is What You Need!
All ACCENT ON LIFE BIBLE CURRICULUM courses adhere to a fundamental interpretation of Scripture. You can be sure that your
teachers will provide accurate Biblical information to children, youth
and adults.
And Accent provides materials that work effectively with all ages. Innovative marginal notes, teacher training principles, student Action
Sheets, and in-class learning activities are among the many distinctive features designed to help classroom leaders teach with greater
meaning and results. Students will notice the difference. And they'll
learn more tool

Act Now. Mail the coupon below, Today!
ACENT@PUBLrCATIONS
P.O. Box 15337 • Denver, Colorado 60215
Y M , I wild to (xamln* youi iiwMiialt. P I W M Mnd in* Examination Ptckatlt) lor:
U Sunday School, Of 11 (Individual department)
U Training Tlma, or i . (Individual department)
i i New
Convert Coureee (children, youlh, adultel
wCc
WtU RETURN THE PACKET In 46 DAYS, OR keep it and pay the MEMO BILLING
i bill
Send to
City, State, Zip
Church .._

.Phone-

384-9610

TOM BRANCH
MAX G U T H R I E
WISTAR HEALD
PAM D A W S O N

239-8297
525-0087
384-3311
237-3338

SEEYOUIN
CHURCH'S.
Church's Fried Chicken, 12th and Campbell
Avenue it now open and ready to serve you.
Come by anytime before or after church, for
lunch, dinner, or just a snack. We're open from
10AM to 11PM, Sunday thru Thursday, and
from 10AM to 12AM on Friday and Saturday. If
you're in a real hurry, phone ahead at 845-5322
for your take-out order and come by our drivein-window.

CHURCH'S
tlCNEN-
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LCA'S JOAN BRYANT CROWNED 'MISS VIRGINIA'
Sweet Briar, Va.
Lynchburg
Christian
Academy student Joan Elizabeth
Bryant was crowned Miss
Virginia United Teenager June 16
at Sweet Briar College in
Amherst County, Va.
Joan, 14, was selected from 57
Virginians ranging from 14-18
years of age. Adopting the
nickname, "Baby Queen," Joan is
the youngest girl ever to receive
the title of Miss Virginia United
Teenager.

Contestants were graded on
beauty, poise, personality,
scholastic ability and the writing
and reciting of their own essays
entitled.v'My Country." Each girl
must also have participated in at
least eight weekly hours of a
community or church service.
Joan is active in the Thomas
Road Baptist Church youth
department's puppet ministry,
Light Company and in the singing
group, SALT.
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

Lawrence V. Bryant of Lynchburg, Joan is now eligible for
the three-phase national contest
to be staged in Washington,
D.C.; Hollywood, Calif; and
Honolulu.
The National Miss United
Teenager, to be crowned in
Honolulu on New Year's Day,
receives a scholarship, a $5,000
personal appearance contract, a
$2,000 wardrobe and the use of a
Thunderbird automobile for her
reigning year.
Miss Bryant began her reign
by co-hosting the Miss Oklahoma
U-T Pageant with Miss U-T

ATTENTION MUSIC LOVERS
Now at last, the course you have been waiting for. A complete piano
course based on the old hymn tunes. PLAY HYMNS FROM THE VERY
FIRST LESSON! Develop your talent for the glory of the Lord.
Preparatory Book for the beginner with no previous musical training,
plus Grades One through Four. Now in sixty countries. Complete five
volume course still only $16.(X) plus $1.00 shipping charge. Satisfaction
or your money back. Order from: MARY JO MOORE, DEPT. JC, 13801
Mary Ann Drive, Garfield Heights, Ohio 44125. Residents of Ohio add
4% sales tax.

HOUSE FOR SALE — only
minutes from Liberty Mountain,
excellent condition, 3 bedroom
split level home on Vi acre, price
reduced, owner very anxious to
sell. Call Century 21 Gall Boswell
and Assoc. (804) 528-4242 ask for
Mary Vetek, evenings call (804)
525-0012.

CH^ISTIAIS^HE^ALD
for todays busy Christian
at a Special Introductory Offer

^H.'V/^jbh

loan Elizabeth Bryant
North Carolina on June 29-30.
She will make several personal
appearances this summer including attendance at the Miss
West Virginia U-T Pageant this
month.
Joan's long range plans are to
attend Liberty Baptist College,
following high school graduation
and to major in youth work and
psychology.
Lynchburg, Va.
The Tiny Miss Lynchburg
beauty pageant was held June 2 in
Lynchburg, Va.. with Cynthia
Madama Cole selected as winner.
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William E. Cole of Lynchburg,
the five-year-old titleholder was

chosen from 23 contestants
between the ages of five and
nine.
Cynthia, sponsored by her
parents, was crowned by Mrs.
Wayne E p e r s o n ,
pageant
director.
Her maternal grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. George W.
Brooks of Lynchburg and her
paternal grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Josef E. Cole of Tampa,
Fla.
Cynthia will enter kindergarten at Lynchburg Christian
Academy in September and is a
member of Thomas Road Baptist
Church.

For Sale — 4 bedroom, brick ranch with finished walkout basement. Has 2
baths, fireplace, large garden, 2 storage buildings, lots of flowers, fruit trees
and strawberry patch. Electric heat and chimney for wood burning stove
that heats entire house. Quiet neighborhood, 2 miles off 29N on Piny Acr.?s
Dr. in Madison Hgts. House too big for recently widowed lady. Price
$38,750 - Call 845-0436
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s ubscribe today—at this special ratel You'll like the
1ew look in Christian Herald. The editors are plan1 ing month after month of exciting articles designed
J list for you—the busy Christian. Articles that not
nly will inform and encourage you, but will also
G
oint the way to Jesus Christ as the true Son of God.
P.ach issue is sure to help you in your many roles.
E
• Sunday school lessons • Bible study guides
• Self-Help articles
• News section
• Special issues
• Inspirational features
• Daily devotions
• Directories
• Woman's page
• Book, record reviews

I (Regular price 11 laauea $7.97)

• Christian Herald Magazine
Box 371. Chappaqua, N.Y. 10514
•
1•

i
A86012

Yet, I want to take advantage of thl* Special
Inlioductory Offer. Send me the next 11 lscues
of Chrfctian Herald for only $5.97.
I | Bill me later

[| Payment enclosed

NOW YOU CAN AFFORD YOUR OWN COMPUTER
PRICED FROM $ 13,500 — includes:
• General Ledger
• AccountsPayable
• Employee Payroll
• Accounts Receivable
• Inventory Control
• Mailing List
Can be expanded from: 32K to 64K, from 2 drives
to 4 drives, time-sharing with four terminals,
remote communications, double density disks,
extended basic language.
Save 35% to 55% off comparable systems.

• Name

Sun & Shield Computer Services

Aiiditu

• City
State

Zip

8420-A Timberlake Road
Lynchburg, VA 24502
(804)239-6918
• 12% financed over 5 yeois
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SAVE! SAVE! SAVE!
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WEBSTER'S
«•**« Encyclopedia of Dictionaries
'H New American Edition

12 Dictionaries in One

6 0 ° I D OFF
Large Print
12S0 Pages
Hardback
Binding

CONTAINS
•
•
•
•

Webtlef't Diction,r, " Khymin, Dktxm.ir
iibk" Dictionary
• Crouword Puufe DieI r f al Dictionary
Honarf
Mrdkal Dictionary
• Mirric Dktionary

• k t t n M k T»n»» * Synonym, Antonyms,
Homonyms
• look ol Familial
Quotation
'- Outtifw oi U.S. History
• Atbi and Ga*ette*f

$29.95
$39.95

Ji Evolutionary'NEW

leathcrflei

method of (Bible StudJ^
Regular

NOW

06

30*
OFF

GREAT TEXTS OF THE BIBLE

Luiurioui leather

by lames Hastings
Complete ami
Unabridged

• A Labor of 10 ytars by • tru« Biblical Scholar

• Day by Day Calandar from crMlltn to Chrltf s ascension
• Tracts Chrltft llntagt, Tho Bloodline, from Adam
. T r a c t s in order tht Kings of l i r a t l

• Tracts Lovltlcal pritstiy llntagt to Chrltft birth
• Hundreds of graphs, dattllnts, and tabulations, which
torva at a quick roforonco to Biblical understanding
• An inditfMnsabla data log
• A rtmathabit now looming systom and Biblical fact

STRONG'S EXHAUSTIVE
CONCORDANCE
Btst price ever offered. The
only complete concordance
of tht English Biblol Lists
t v t r y word in t h t King
James Version of tho B
BLE. Contains both Hebrew
and Greek dictionary.

Matthew H e n r y s COMMENTARY

Rtgularly H9S CK,
Now Only

$109. 95
20 beautifully-bound volumes containing 511 foundational
expositions of Scripture.

THE PULPIT COMMENTARY

•y H.D.M. Spencc and
fowphS. Ht»

Published by Eerdmans.
23 hardback volumes,
26,512 pages, 9,500 subjects. Large type, unabridged.
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BETH SHUMAKER, MEAD WED
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Disgusted?
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Attention
Pastor's Wives!

V

Miss Beth
Shumaker,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Shumaker and Robert Mead, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Starl A. Mead of
Peoria, II., were married June 16
at 4:30 p.m. at the Church of the
Open Door in Westminster, Md.
The Rev. Dennis Henderson
and the Rev. Shelton Smith
officiated at the double ring
ceremony. Keith Settle of
Elkview, W.Va., and Sandy
Butler of Cattlettsburg, Ky., were
the soloists. They were ac-

V

Read this inspiring book, "Practical Christian Living Fot
The Pastor's Wife." Write to Mrs. Agnes M. Bond, 22
Wakefield Road, Newport News, Va. 23606. $3.00 Plus $.25
Postage. Order Yours Today!

companied on t J organ by Art
Scott of Lynchburg.
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, made her gown and
veil. The satin and lace gown
featured a Queen Anne neckline,
long lace sleeves with satin cuffs,
high waistband and chapel train.
The veil was made of Nee to
match the gown and attached to a
cap of pearls, appliques and lace
trim. To complete the outfit she
carried a nosegay of pink and
white rosebuds and white or-

chids.
Mrs. Dawn Eckard of Mt.
Joy, Pa., sister of the bride, was
the matron of honor. She wore a
cranberry pink dress with white
lace trim.

, and

Bridesmaids were Mrs. Beth
Wolgamott of Lynchburg, Mrs.
Angie Dobson of BeLlevue, Ohio,
Miss Jan Sims of Men-it Island,
Fla., and Tambra Vanamon of
Clinton, Md. Bridesmaids were
dressed in pink qiana gowns with
matching jacket trimmed in lace.
All of the attendants wore pink
hats trimmed with pearls and
veiling.

Slim
Keo%

James Kilmer of Kansas City,
Kans., brother-in-law of the
groom, was the best man.

9KC.

Jim Stine
Ushers were Pastor Scott
Manganella, Portage, Pa.; Pastor
Doug Turner, Phil Welling; and
Alan McClellan, all of Lynchburg.

237-2577

LOOKING FOR A FALL CAMPAIGN?
HERE ARE TWO CAMPAIGNS THAT MADE OUR SUNDAY
SCHOOL GROW AT FLORENCE BAPTIST TEMPLE
For example: Up until our fall campaign of 1978, our Sunday School was averaging 1160. Pastor Bill Monroe and the
church staff developed "Building the Wall" campaign. On the first Sunday of this campaign the attendance soared to
1545 and then averaged above 1,550 for the entire fall. Amazingly, attendance has averaged over 1,500 also throughout
winter and spring of 1979. We recognize
that
it takes more than a campaign to grow
HIGHLY
COMPLETE
a Sunday School nearly four hundred, but
MOTIVATING
CAMPAIGN
BIBLE
WITH
"Building The Wall" was certainly the
DETAILED
CENTERED
catalyst.
SUNDAY
PLANNING
One year previous, " I Want That MounAND
SCHOOL
tain" was developed. This campaign also
INSTRUCTIONS
LESSONS
produced similarly amazing results.
Now you can use these effective campaigns in your church. '

Following the ceremony, a
reception was held at Westminster Riding Club, Westminster, Md.
The bride is a 1979 graduate
of Liberty Baptist College. The
groom is a 1978 graduate of
Liberty Baptist College and is
employed as a youth pastor at
Thomas Road Baptist Church.
Following their wedding trip
to Bermuda, the couple is now
living in Lynchburg.

A Pa* tor'* Goldmine

BUILDING THE WALL®

A wonderful campaign based upon the book of Nehemiah.
Six inspiring Bible lessons written by local church pastor and
staff. This campaign, like no other, provides class, team, and
individual competition.
Kit contains: Full instructions, campaign song, samples of
promotion, awards, bricks for wall, and all printed materials.

I Want That Mountain0

FREE
With all campaign orders now we will
include free of charge a copy of the
lesson booklet from our FISHERS OF
MEN© campaign. The book contains
six stirring Sunday School lessons on
soul winning.

A campaign that your church will not soon forget. Watch
each Sunday School class climb the mountain — plot the progress right on the large paper mache mountain model. Six
motivational and inspiring messages are included tor the
Pastor.
Kit includes: Full instructions, samples of buttons, ribbpns,
promotions, and all printed materials.

Only

—

Order Now From:

Florence Christian Book Store
2308 South Irby St.
Florence, S. C. 29501
A Ministry 01 Ffdrvnc* Baptist Tomplo William T. Monro*. Pastor

$59.95
per campaign kit
check or
money order

COMMUNICATE
Now there'• a brief, conctee
mean* of communicating basic
biblical truth* to your community and congregation.
Nearly 200 oual-meuaaea and
poem* are written to fit exactly
on one page of a church
buUetta, or In a email
newspaper advertisement.
"la; In) page* there I* placed at
nugget* of truth that wilt be
valuable In the ministry of the
Word of God."
—Dr. Howard F. Sugden
"I highly recommend that
every pastor purchase this
book . . ."
—Dr. Jack Van Impe
Paper, S2.95
At your local
Climilon bookuojd
of witts:

Christian Literature Crusade
Fort W a s h i n g t o n , PA 1 9 0 3 4
Add 50« Jot null wdw pluM.
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Sex Educators Fail To Begin Classes In District
By MURRAY NORRIS
SfHml To Tb* I — • t O i — j l M

Clovls, Calif.
Sex educators tried to force
sex classes into the schools in
New Hartford, N.Y., but they
failed.
The reason?
Concerned parents who were
willing to pray and act.
In a letter to Christian Family
Renewal, Richard C. Tardiff
wrote a five page outline telling
of the methods <used in the
victory. He thanked the leaders
of Christian Family Renewal for
guidance and direction.
"You can see that we took
your advice and put out public
notices rather than try to convince the officials," said Tardiff.
"You can also see from their
statements that they didn't
change their minds about the
need (for sex education classes in
the public schools). They decided
not to put it in because the public
was informed. Thank you for
your help."
It was a school board vote of
six to one that closed the door on
the sex education programs in
New Hartford. The vote came
after a hard battle by Citizens for
Parental Rights who handed out
some 4,000 flyers on a "rotten
rainy day."
It all started when the school

district set up a "Family Life Task
Force" composed mainly of
Planned Parenthood people.
They gave talks on the need for
Family Life Education in the
schools. They gave statistics on
venereal disease rates and a "silly
test which showed that most boys
don't know the names or function
of the female organs, etc. The
girls did about as well on that test
as they might have done if the
test was about the lungs or heart.
About 70 percent, wrote Tardiff.
While Planned Parenthood
was trying to get names on their
pro-sex-ed petitions, parents got
names on their own petitions.
They got quotes from top doctors, psychiatrists and
psychologists
against sex
education. Many of these came
from Christian Family Renewal.
Because both newspapers
were against the parents, paid ads
were published in the papers. At
the same time, the papers
stepped up their drive in favor of
sex education. Even so, the
papers did run a number of wellwritten letters against sex ed.
In their first ad, parents told
of their statement against sex ed,
given at the school board
meeting. The paper had refused
to even mention the statement in
its news columns. Another ad

pointed out that sex education
costs would increase taxes and
that schools couldn't be expected
to handle the moral problems
connected with sex.
To keep up the facade that
the public was demanding sex
education, the school pushed its
meetings of the Family Life Task
Force.
In the end, the president of
the school board refused to let
parents speak at the school board
meetings, but the board still
voted six to one against the
program.
In a similar action, parents
against sex education in Burnsville, Minn., brought in Dr.
Murray Norris to give a "How To
Win Seminar."
In the weeks that followed,
parents saw the school board ban

a proposed social studies series
written by an author who said,
"Any child who believes in God is
mentally ill." (Quote from the
April 8, 1975, Congressional
Record.)
They

education classes switched to
evenings so both parents and
children could attend. Again the
victories came because the
parents were willing to pray and
act.

also had the sex

Jerry hlmil Presents.
Leonard Davidson
Evangelist
Preaching the Word of God
To A World In Need
". . .it is my conviction that Leonard Davidson will
be one of the leading evangelists of the generation
that is before us."
Dr. Jerry Falwell

And.
Robbie Hiner
One of America's
Great Gospel Musicians
Robbie Sings...
God Blesses.
He is a favorite seen weekly with Dr. Falwell on the
Old-Time Gospel Hour.
A,

ATOP LIBERTY MOUNTAIN
Just 5 minutes from LfiC. We're pleased to offer this
charming fully carpeted and nearly new 3 bedroom
ranch. Aluminum siding, storm windows and doors,
large lot. All at only $32,000.

EnngefisHc Team

ANDYWERN

For Booking Information
Fill Out and Mail To:
Leonard Davidson • P.O. Box 11321 • Lynchburg, VA 24506
(804) 237-5534

Christian Realtor Associate

(804) 239-5821 Home
(804) 237-5931 Office
Phone Me Collect Anytime
Beautiful Homes From $20,000
Many Near TRBC and LBC
RESIDENTIAL • COMMERCIAL
INVESTMENT PROPERTY • ACREAGE
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WHO ARE FUNDAMENTALISTS?

The Split Christian Personality
By HAROLD O. I. BROWN
8fcMT»i*«ii»iii cimetm
Deerfleld, III.
Many evangelical Lutherans in our
country believe in all of the fundamentals of biblical faith, including
the inerrancy of Holy Scripture. But
even conservative Lutherans have
seldom thought of themselves as
fundamentalists.
The term fundamentalist was
popularized during the so-called
fundamentalist-modernist controversy,
which for a long time did not affect the
German-heritage, often still Germanspeaking Lutheran churches, such as

Can one imagine a Christian simply
looking on while a murder is being
committed and refusing either to go to
the aid of the victim or even merely to
call the police and then explaining his
failure in this way: "I am a Christian,
and I believe in the separation of
church and state?"
Another leading fundamentalist,
who has been very outspoken on some
moral issues, defended his refusal to
take a stand on abortion by asking the
question, "Who is to say what and when
is murder?"
In correspondence with that wellknown warrior, whose name would be

Today in America Christians are
allowed to vote and we have many
Bible-believing Christians in positions
of authority—even a Christian
President. But Christains' convictions
in general are still not represented—not
because our form of government does
not allow it, but because the
phenomenon of the spilt Christian
personality immobilizes Christian
leaders both in political life and out of it
and makes us willing to allow every
viewpoint to be represented but our
own.
The split Christian personality can
be observed in Christians who are in

wonder what kind of a ministry it is that
always backs away from stating plain
Bible truths whenever it scents a
controversy in the air. Of course, no
believing Christain backs away from all
controversies. Every one of us will
stand his ground somewhere or other.
But the challenge is to be consistent, to
stand our ground wherever God's truth
is attacked, not just at those points
where we feel comfortable and think
that we can put up a good fight.
It is no good to have a Christian
Maginot Line mentality and to be
prepared to fight to the death on one
frontier if the enemy is clever enough

the Lutheran Church/Missouri Synod.
When the modernist controversy began
to trouble the Missouri Synod a few
years ago, the liberals began to call the
conservatives in the Synod fundamentalists.
An independent
Lutheran
newspaper, "Christian News," went to
one of the outstanding spokesman of
independent fundamentalism in
America and interviewed him on who
fundamentalists are and what they
believe. Since the LC/MS takes a
strong anti-abortion position, he was
asked what fundamentalists believe
about abortion.
"Abortion is the equivalent of
murder," what are fundamentalists
doing about it?"
"Nothing," was the answer.
"Fundamentalists believe in the
separation of church and state."
Fortunately for the future of
America, that fundamentalist was not
entirely correct. Although fundamentalists, like most Americans of
all religious persuasions, believe in the
separation of church and state, quite a
few of us are committed to doing all
that we can to stop abortion in
America. Unfortunately, though, that
spokesman's position is typical of too
many otherwise sincere and committed
Bible-believing Christians in our
country. It is one of the major factors
leading to the impotence of Christians
in America, a society that has a higher
percentage of Bible-believing
Christians than any other major nation
in the world and where the Chief of
State himself makes a point of stating
that he is born again.
It is not the concept of the
separation of church and state that
creates this impotence among
Christians, however, but something
quite different. I call it the split
Christian personality.

familiar to readers of this journal, I
asked him, "If I came into your office
with a .38 revolver and threatened to
shoot you, wouldn't you be able to warn
me that that would be murder?"
Instead of facing the issue, he
replied, "You are entitled to your
opinion and I am entitled to mine."
We might analyze the comments of
these leading representatives of our
fundamentalist position as simply a lack
of logic or a failure to think the matter
through. But we are not talking about
hillbilly preachers.
The men in question are internationally known, one in education,
the other for his pulpit ministry and his
writings. It is not that they cannot
think, but simply that in some areas
they have allowed their thinking to be
short-circuited.
Evidently the proposition that says
that Christians should do nothing about
abortion, even if they know it to be
murder, as long as they believe in the
separation of church and state, would
also imply that Christians should not. do
anything about anything in the state of
which we are a part. I often sayfacetiously, I am afraid-that when the
government stops collecting taxes from
Christians, that is the time when
Christians no longer should try to have
a voice in our government
"No taxation without representation!" was a battle-cry of the War of
Independence. In those days, King
George III was taxing colonists who
were not allowed to send representatives to Parliament.

political life as well as in non-political
Christian leaders such as pastors,
evangelists and teachers. In political
life, many a Christian says something
like this, "Of course, as a Christian, I
know that such-and-such is wrong and I
am personally opposed to it. However,
as an elected official, I represent all the
people and hence I will go along with it.
I won't impose my personal opinion on
anyone else."
That is tantamount to saying that as
a political leader he will not seek to
lead, but simply will let everyone do as
he pleases. What would we think of a
Christian doctor who said to a patient,
"Of course I know that your heavy
smoking is harmful and will probably
aggravate your lung problem, but as a
physician, I serve all people, both well
and sick, and I will not impose my
personal opinion on you?"
A Christian leader may say-and I
have talked with well-known leaders
who have said precisely this-"You
know that I believe homosexuality, and
abortion, to be wrong. But there are
some sincere people who do not. In
order to minister to the greatest
number of people, I believe that 1
should keep silent about these controversial issues, and just preach the
Gospel."
The Gospel itself, Jesus tells us, is
controversial ("I came not to send
peace, but a sword," Matt. 10:34).But it
probably would not have been controversial if the Lord had confined
Himself only to talking about edifying
things and had never taken issue with
the legal and religious practices of His
day. This same Christain leader also
told me, "You know that I believe in
inerrancy. But if I said anything on the
subject, I would alienate friends on one
side or another and my ministry would
be hindered."
I think that we are entitled to

to make an end run through unfortified
ground.

Dr. Brown is professor of
Theology, Trinity Evangelical
Divinity School, Deerfield, 111.,
and is chairman of the Christian
Council, Washington, D.C.

Christians may be scientists,
lawyers, doctors, even philosophers,
but they should never lose an essential
simplicity. And they should never lose
the ability to give a Christian answer to
any question that they can answer.
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